We report pronounced delayed tissue death in photothermal surgery performed on the livers of live healthy rats with highly concentrated sunlight ͑ultrabright noncoherent light͒. Exposure times and power levels were selected to produce immediate necroses of the order of hundreds of cubic millimeters. Pathology reveals that lesion volumes increase by up to a factor of 5 within approximately 24 h after surgery, and then stabilize. Islands of viable cells can persist within damaged tissue, in the immediate vicinity of blood vessels, but also necrose within about 48 h.
This study began as trials on live healthy animals that demonstrated the effectiveness of highly concentrated sunlight ͑ultrabright noncoherent light͒ in producing the same degree, rate, and type of photothermal tissue damage ordinarily achieved with laser fiber-optic surgery, at potentially far lower cost ͑albeit limited to clear-sky sunny periods͒. [1] [2] [3] Previously, it had been shown that solar radiation can be concentrated to power densities commensurate with many laser surgery treatments, 1, 2 and can be delivered inside the body via high-transmissivity optical fibers. 3 A mirrored optic concentrates sunlight into a quartz-core optical fiber with a 1-mm core diameter, a nominal numerical aperture of 0.66, high transmissivity over the solar spectrum, and extending to a remote indoor operating theater. [1] [2] [3] The optical penetration depth ␦ for solar radiation in healthy biological tissue such as liver ranges from the order of tens of microns at the violet end of the spectrum, to several millimetres in the near infrared 4, 5 ͑␦ is reduced slightly in coagulated tissue and essentially zero in carbonized tissue͒. This covers the spectral range of lasers commonly used for interstitial surgery. [4] [5] [6] Hence solar surgery can serve as a probe in exploring the effectiveness and dynamics of lightbased interstitial surgery where intense flux, rather than coherence or monochromaticity, is the essential property. The advantages of light-based coagulative and ablative treatments relative to hot-wire techniques, radiofrequency, and cryogenic ablation have been documented in earlier studies. 7 Here we report on pronounced tissue death that continues during approximately 24 h after surgery, and the transient survival of cell conglomerates. Because of the similarity of solar and laser surgery for many photothermal treatments, the phenomena observed here should occur in interstitial laser applications, but, with a few exceptions, 8, 9 appear to have been overlooked.
Since the thermal response time of the tissue is of the order of seconds or minutes, the observed delayed cell death that progresses on a time scale of hours after photothermal surgery is an athermal process. A dramatic thermal insult induces biochemical pathways toward programmed cell death. 8, 9 Delayed tissue death should not be confused with the empirical Arrhenius-like relation that describes the fraction of tissue that remains viable upon exposure to a given temperaturetime profile. 10 Namely, the relatively rapid restoration of tissue temperature to normal ͑nondamaging͒ body levels, after exposure to intense light ends, precludes the Arrhenius relation pertaining to more than immediate tissue damage.
The surgical methods and type of animals we employed are the same as reported in our preliminary solar surgery on live rats. 3, 11 Here, we conducted two solar surgery exposures of 120 and 210 s, at an input power of 2.5± 0.2 W, near the center of the thinner and thicker liver lobes, respectively, in 15 animals ͑Fig. 1͒. Tissue temperature was not measured. Earlier modeling 2,10 for comparable radiative power input and exposure times would indicate that, at the cessation of irradiation, tissue temperature is distributed in a strongly nonlinear fashion, from as high as ϳ300°C at the center of the lesion, to ϳ60°C at the rim of the region perceived as coagulated. From that rim, the temperature decreases over a surrounding volume far larger than the immediate necrosis to ϳ37°C at the healthy unaffected surrounding liver tissue.
The radiative power level and exposure times were chosen to generate immediate necroses of the order of hundreds of cubic millimeters: a compromise between the desire to demonstrate lesion volumes typically required in surgery on humans, yet accounting for the vastly smaller liver size in rats where we measured midlobe thickness in the range 5 to 12 mm.
Rats were sacrificed at 0, 24, and 48 h after surgery. For histopathology examination, we adopted NADH-diaphorase ͑NADH͒, rather than the standard hematoxylin and eosin ͑H&E͒ stain. Recently, we showed that the H&E method can yield order-of-magnitude underestimates of tissue death when pathology is performed immediately after surgery 11 ͑although the shortfall is mitigated when histological examination is postponed for 24 h͒. In contrast, NADH provided consistently accurate results at all examination times considered here.
Necrotic zones varied in shape from roughly hemispherical to spherical, depending on how deeply the fiber tip was inserted into the liver. The sample transverse sections in Fig. 2 illustrate the pronounced difference in lesion dimensions for immediate and delayed lesions. All sections exhibited the same signature tissue transformations: a central area of carbonization and tissue dehydration, surrounded by a small rim with features of coagulative necrosis. Quantitative results are tabulated in Fig. 3 .
Instances where the immediate lesion traversed the entire lobe ͑primarily the thinner lobes͒ are equally represented in Fig. 3 , but constitute a lower bound for lesion size and surgical efficacy ͑surgical efficacy denoting lesion volume per unit of delivered radiative energy͒. This contributes to the relatively large variance in lesion size ͑and hence in surgical ef-ficacy͒ for nominally identical surgical conditions. The same qualification pertains to lesions that covered nearly the full lobe thickness when surgery was terminated. Their depth reached the lobe thickness prior to the end of delayed necrosis. The largest lesions ͑2.5 cm 3 ͒ and highest surgical efficacy values ͑4 to 6 mm 3 /J͒ correspond to the thickest livers. Here, as in earlier reports, 3, 11 the efficacy with solar surgery was found to be comparable to that for corresponding laser fiberoptic procedures. 12, 13 Figure 4 reveals an "islanding" phenomenon. The lesions in animals sacrificed immediately were devoid of surviving tissue. However, in about half the lesions in animals sacrificed after 24 h, small regions of viable tissue, in the immediate vicinity of blood vessels, survived within a sea of necrotic cells. The viable islands always yielded to necrosis within 48 h.
The chief discovery in these trials was massive delayed cell death that continues for about 24 h after surgery, in a nonthermal process ͑ignited by a thermal insult͒ where lesion volume increases by up to a factor of 5. Postoperative necrosis can proceed in the immediate vicinity of blood vessels, with transient islands of viable cells that die within 24 to 48 h. We stress, however, that our observations in this work ͑as well as those of Refs. 8 and 9͒ relate only to liver tissue.
The relevance of the findings lies in ͑1͒ allowing projections of eventual necrosis during surgery, toward avoiding unwarranted damage to untargeted tissue, and ͑2͒ minimizing the danger of false positives from the large tissue volume that appears viable during surgery but will experience delayed necrosis within 24 h. Deciphering the biochemical basis for such delayed tissue death remains a challenge. 8, 9 The objective here has been documenting the phenomenon and its dynamics, with emphasis on the enormity of delayed tissue death when induced with high photonic flux. 
